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Abstract Song Ci (1186–1249) was an official of the Southern Song Dynasty best

known for authoring the Collected Writings on the Washing Away of Wrongs (Xiyuan

jilu), a work often hailed as the world’s first systematic treatise on forensic medicine.

While biographical details about his life were known in local history writings during

the late imperial period, Song had garnered relatively little attention among those who

handled forensic examinations, despite the fact that his work had impacted Chinese

forensic practices for centuries. Inmodern times, by contrast, Song has been praised by

historians and forensic professionals and viewed as a founding figure of the modern

forensic sciences in China and, in the boldest claims, across the globe. Song has also

become the subject of historical novels, television shows, and other popular media.

This article examines the ways in which the historical image and meanings of Song Ci

have been negotiated in China over the Republican period (1912–49) and after the

founding of the People’s Republic of China in 1949. It argues that a confluence of

modern developments—new concepts of national and world history, the successful

implementation of legal medicine in China, and the global popularity of forensics-

themed popular culture—has given new meaning and importance to this thirteenth-

century figure under the new conditions of the twentieth and early twenty-first

centuries.
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For three days in themiddle ofDecember 1986, eighty experts and officials involved in

the Chinese forensic sciences convened in Jianyang County, Fujian, to commemorate

the eight hundredth anniversary of the birth of Song Ci 宋慈 (1186–1249; courtesy

name Huifu惠父), an experienced judicial official of the Southern Song dynasty best

known for authoring the Collected Writings on the Washing Away of Wrongs (Xiyuan

jilu 洗冤集錄, 1247), a work often hailed as the world’s first systematic treatise on

forensic medicine.1 The proceedings were convened jointly by the Forensic Medicine

Association ofChina (FMAC;Zhongguo fayixue hui中国法医学会), an organization

established in October 1985 to support the activities and scholarship of forensic pro-

fessionals in China,2 and the People’s Government of JianyangCounty, the location of

Song’s grave. The activities included an academic conference dedicated to Song and

his text, the unveiling of a statue of Song, and a respectful visit to his grave. The

participants came from all across China and from the various state organs and medical

institutions that handled forensic investigation work and pursued research in this field.

Officials fromChina’s most powerful judicial organs, including the Supreme People’s

Procuratorate, Supreme People’s Court, and Ministry of Justice, as well as other

dignitaries submitted written speeches and calligraphic messages meant to celebrate

Song’s achievement and the continuing development of legal medicine in China.

The eight hundredth anniversary proceedings disseminated a particular narrative

about Song’s historical significance for the development of legal medicine in China

and the world. In an address given on the morning of the first day of the proceedings,

Guo Shanglong郭上龙, head official of Jianyang, described Song’s contributions in

the following way:

Song Ci was born in the Tongyou area of Jianyang in 1186, and in 1247 he

authored the world’s first treatise on legal medicine, the Collected Writings on

the Washing Away of Wrongs, thereby opening up a new field within the history

of science and establishingwith this unprecedented undertaking the foundations

for modern legal medicine. His book provides testimony for the unsurpassed

contributions that the Chinese nation (Zhonghua minzu中华民族) has made to

world culture. (Jianyang wenshi ziliao 1987: 5–6)

A similar claimwasmade byWangHongjia王宏甲, an acclaimedwriter, social critic,

and native of Jianyang who served as one of the organizers of the eight hundredth

anniversary activities and also authored popularized treatments of Song’s life and

exploits. Wang began his own remarks with a strong statement about the global

significance of Song and his text, claiming that “in the thirteenth century the world’s

first treatise on legal medicine—the Collected Writings on the Washing Away of

Wrongs—was born in China (dansheng zai Zhongguo 诞生在中国), and its author

was SongCi” (Jianyangwenshi ziliao 1987: 61). Over subsequent decades, these same

claims about the world-historical significance of Song have been spread by means of

numerous academic and popular writings and other cultural works. Eminent historian

of legal medicine Jia Jingtao 贾静涛, for example, captioned the portrait of Song

1 For more on the commemoration proceedings, see materials in Zhongguo renmin zhengzhi xieshang

huiyi Fujian sheng Jianyang xian weiyuanhui wenshi ziliao yanjiuhui 1987 (hereafter cited as Jianyang

wenshi ziliao) as well as Song Ci danchen babainian jinian huodong zai Fujian Jianyang juxing 1987.
2 For the founding of FMAC, see Ma 1985.
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appearing at the beginning of his comprehensive survey of the global history of

forensic science with the appellation “father of world legal medicine” (shijie fayixue

zhi fu 世界法医学之父) (Jia 2000: n.p.).

The idea that Song was the progenitor of the modern scientific discipline of legal

medicine might have seemed misguided or even absurd to the individuals who first

worked to establish this scientific discipline in China during the Republican period

(1912–49), a time when the old forensic techniques of the Qing Empire (1644–1911)

still held significant authoritywithin the Chinese judiciary and in societymore broadly

(Asen 2016). In these earlier decades, the forensic knowledge associated with the

Washing Away of Wrongs was more often than not an object of criticism for medico-

legal experts and was compared unfavorably with new forensic techniques introduced

from Japan and the West. Song’s thirteenth-century text was not itself used as a guide

for forensic practice during this period. Rather, a mid-eighteenth-century text, com-

piled by officials of the Qing central government and known as Records on the Wash-

ing Away of Wrongs, Edited by the Codification Office (Lüliguan jiaozheng Xiyuan lu

律例館校正洗冤錄), or usually simply as Records on the Washing Away of Wrongs

(Xiyuan lu洗冤錄), was used widely throughout the late Qing and for decades after its

collapse.3 Based on Song’sWashing Away of Wrongs and other forensic and medical

works, this official text provided investigating officials with instructions for examin-

ing the body and analyzing wounds and other forensic signs, thereby allowing them to

conclusively determine the cause of death or injury in a wide range of forensic sce-

narios. Legal officials who worked within the modern court system put in place in the

last years of the Qing and through the Republican period continued to use this “tra-

ditional” Chinese science to establish cause of death in legal cases. In fact, it was only

after the establishment of the People’s Republic of China in 1949 that experts in

Western legal medicine decisively replaced these older forensic practices.

While biographical details about Song Ci’s life were known in local history writ-

ings during the late imperial period and into the early twentieth century (e.g., Jiajing

Jianyang xianzhi 1982: 10.9b–10a; Jianyang xianzhi 1975 [1929]: 10.32b), Song

himself had garnered relatively little attention among those who handled forensic

examinations in China, despite the fact that his work had impacted Chinese forensic

practices for centuries. The tremendous attention that Song has received inChina since

1949 thus represents a significant contrast with the modest status of this figure in

earlier periods.4 The present-day image of Song has been established on the basis

of a very small number of historical sources produced around or after the time of

Song’s death. The ways in which these sources have been interpreted and made

meaningful are overwhelmingly the product of the modern period and, specifically,

a series of modern developments. These include the introduction of new concepts of

national and world history, especially as applied to the history of science and medi-

3 For the creation of this text during the 1740s and, more generally, the history of the Washing Away of

Wrongs during Ming and Qing times, see Chen 2014.
4 In this way, current understandings of Song Ci, so much a product of the twentieth century, are very

different from the received image of famous eastern Han physician Zhang Zhongjing 張仲景 (150–219),

which was the result of a much longer process in which physicians and literati of the Ming-Qing period

played an important role. See Yu 2014. For more on the ways in which the accumulated archive of pre-

modern historical knowledge has shaped modern understandings of Chinese medical history, see Brown

2015.
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cine; the significant authority that Chinese medicolegal professionals have attained

since the 1950s; and the global popularity of forensics-themed popular culture at the

start of the twenty-first century, exemplified by the record-breaking international

viewership of the American television show CSI: Crime Scene Investigation and its

spin-offs (Andreeva 2016). These developments have resulted in amultilayered accre-

tion of meaning and imagery surrounding Song (to use a metaphor employed in Yu

Xinzhong’s [2014] excavation of the historical image of “medical sage” Zhang

Zhongjing) and a powerful “origin story” for modern forensic science in China, one

tied to a range of intellectual, professional, and even implicitly political interests and

agendas.5

More than anything, however, the image of Song Ci that exists today is the result of

the successful establishment of a biomedicine-based forensic infrastructure in China,

organized around the discipline of legal medicine, which has thoroughly replaced the

forensic practices associated with the Washing Away of Wrongs. In the realm of

popular culture, Song has become, ironically perhaps, a powerful spokesperson for

this scientific discipline, its forensic professionals, and the epistemic values associated

with laboratory science. Stories about Song have likewise become a highly visible

element of contemporary China’s “forensic culture”—a concept that is useful for

describing the realm of social, cultural, and political meanings surrounding forensic

science, as well as the representations of forensic science that appear in popular

culture.6 In one sense, the figure of Song has become a vehicle through which Chinese

forensic and law enforcement experts disseminate popularized knowledge about legal

medicine, an example of the kind of popular science that is meant to consolidate the

authority of scientific professionals. At the same time, the forensic culture that has

developed around Song has been shaped by the new commercial forces released under

the post-Mao economic reforms, a process that has both diversified and multiplied the

forms of cultural production in which Song is featured.7 This thirteenth-century figure

has thus become the basis for a newly imagined national tradition of forensic science,

one that has been constructed at the porous boundaries that define interactions among

science, society, and culture in contemporary China.

This article proceeds by examining four moments over the course of the twentieth

and early twenty-first centuries that have been particularly important in the modern

imagination of Song Ci: (1) the early attempts of Republican period medicolegal

professionals to locate China’s premodern forensic tradition in relation to that of

Western legal medicine, a project that involved ambivalent if not highly critical

appraisals of the Washing Away of Wrongs; (2) the emergence during the 1950s of a

more positive appraisal of the world-historical significance of Song Ci and hisWash-

ing Away of Wrongs in the work of medical historian Song Daren; (3) medicolegal

5 For more on forensic origin stories, see Lindsay Steenberg’s (2013: 23–49) discussion of the “Anglo-

philic nostalgia” that shapes understandings of the origins of the forensic sciences in American popular

media.
6 In using this concept, I draw on the essays in “Forensic Cultures,” a special issue of Studies inHistory and

Philosophy of Biological and Biomedical Sciences (vol. 44, no. 1, 2013), especially Hamlin 2013. For the

meanings and impact of popular representations of forensic science in general, see Steenberg 2013 andByers

and Johnson 2009.
7 For the various professional, political, and economic agendas that inform the production and dissemi-

nation of popular science in post-1949 China, see Schmalzer 2008.
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professionals’ own appropriation of this new, more positive image of Song Ci during

the early post-Mao reforms, a period that saw the reinvigoration of Western legal

medicine in China; and (4) the proliferation of popular media about Song Ci during

this same period, culminating in the 2005 television seriesDa Song tixingguan大宋提

刑官 (Judicial Commissioner of the Great Song) and the expansion of forensics-

related popular culture that has followed in its wake. During a period when theWash-

ing Away of Wrongs has become less and less relevant to the actual practice of foren-

sics in China, Song Ci himself has become, paradoxically, more and more prominent

in discussions of scientific authority, professional legitimacy, and national history as

these issues relate to forensics. In short, the “Song Ci” that exists today has been

constructed in response to fundamental questions of modernity.

1 Ambivalent Narratives: Writing the History of Forensic Science in

Republican China

Prior to its collapse in 1911–12, the Qing Empire had established forensic knowledge

originating in Song Ci’s work (and revised over subsequent centuries) as the basis for

its state-sponsored forensic examination system. Local officials and their subordinate

body examiners, calledwuzuo仵作, were required to use this knowledge when inves-

tigating homicide cases. TheWashing Away of Wrongs remained an important source

of forensic knowledge among judicial officials even in the 1920s and 1930s, the very

same period in which forensic reformers, many of whom were professional physi-

cians, began to push for the judiciary to employ medically trained forensic specialists

in legal cases. Two of the figures who were most involved in promoting the medical

reform of Chinese forensic practices during this period wrote brief histories of the

country’s past forensic practices. These texts provide some of the earliest modern

interpretations of Song and his historical significance.

One of these, “ABrief History of LegalMedicine” (“Fayixue shilüe”法醫學史略),

was published in 1936 by Lin Ji林幾 (1897–1951), an expert in pathology and legal

medicine who is conventionally credited as the founder of the discipline in China (Lin

1936; Huang 1995). Lin was trained at National Medical College in Beijing, spent the

mid-1920s studying legal medicine in Germany, and upon his return to China in 1928,

pursued a series of efforts to build China’smedicolegal capabilities from both his alma

mater (which was subsequently reorganized as the medical school of Beiping Univer-

sity) and the central-government Research Institute of Legal Medicine, established in

Shanghai in 1932. Another survey of the history of forensics in China, “A History of

Legal Medicine in China” (“Zhongguo fayixue shi”中國法醫學史), was coauthored

by Sun Kuifang 孫逵方 (b. 1898), a French-trained medicolegal expert who was

involved in the early planning of the Research Institute of Legal Medicine and went

on to replace Lin Ji as its director during the mid-1930s (Sun and Zhang 1936). Other

histories of China’s past forensic practices were authored during this period as well,

including by the physician andmedical historian SongDaren宋大仁 (1907–85), who

played an important role in reimagining the historical significance of Song Ci during

the 1950s (Song 1936).

In his analysis of Wu Liande 伍連德 (1879–1960) and Wang Jimin’s 王吉民

(1889–1972) History of Chinese Medicine, a major work of Chinese medical history
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published in English in 1936, David Luesink (2009) argues that the authors of this text

wanted to assert a place for Chinese medicine alongside modern Western medicine in

China while also claiming a role for Chinese experts of Western medicine in the

country’s medical modernization. Those who wrote the first modern histories of

legal medicine during this period were similarly interested in creating a Chinese

medicolegal profession that could play a role in reforming China’s forensic system

while staking its own claims vis-à-vis the continental European and Japanese expert

communities that dominated the discipline. Amajor difference between the agenda of

Wang and Wu’s History of Chinese Medicine and that of the early histories of legal

medicine, however, was that Lin Ji and Sun Kuifang had little desire for the old

knowledge associated with the Washing Away of Wrongs to continue to play a role

in Chinese forensic practices. Indeed, their historical narratives cast doubt on the

scientific validity of the knowledge and techniques included in this text while denying

the judiciary’s forensic personnel any legitimate role inmodern forensic investigation.

There was no consensus in these early works about the historical significance of the

Washing Away ofWrongs. Interpretations varied, with some claiming that the text was

an example of sophisticated Chinese antecedents to modern legal medicine and others

viewing it as evidence of premodern China’s failure to develop forensic techniques

that were compatible with modern science. Sun Kuifang and his coauthor Zhang

Yangwu took the latter stance, for example, opening their article with a strong state-

ment denying that theWashing Away of Wrongs could be viewed as commensurable

with legal medicine in any way:

TheWashing Away of Wrongs is a kind of forensic examination method used by

the government offices that handle criminal cases in our country. Its exami-

nation practices do not use scientific methods, nor does it take medicine as its

basis. Therefore it cannot be viewed as legal medicine. Yet, because there is no

other material that can be used beyond the Washing Away of Wrongs, in com-

piling this history we have had to divide the history of legal medicine in China

into the following three periods: The first period is that prior to the emergence of

theWashing Away of Wrongs. The second is that in which it emerged. The third

is that of the importation of legal medicine. (Sun and Zhang 1936: 3)

For Sun and Zhang, the history of Chinese forensics was really about how China had

failed to integratemedical knowledge and expertise into legal proceedings, a narrative

that reflected their conviction that forensic examinations should be handled by medi-

cal experts and that this capability was lacking in China. In their telling, Song Ci’s

completion of the Washing Away of Wrongs was hardly a symbol of progress. Given

that officials and wuzuo were the ones who used the text in later centuries and that

“these two kinds of people had no medical knowledge,” progress in China’s forensic

methods had been limited (Sun and Zhang 1936: 8). The piece did catalog various

points at which there had been promising beginnings or tentative progress, such as the

compilation of sophisticated texts on law and medicine during the pre-Qin and early

imperial periods, rare attempts to open the body and inspect the internal organs, or the

development of materia medica containing knowledge of poisons. Yet, the overall

narrative was one of Chinese failure to integrate medical knowledge into legal inquiry

and achieve the interprofessional synthesis of law and science signified by modern

legal medicine.
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The histories written by Lin Ji and, as we will see below, Song Daren were more

forgiving than that of Sun and Zhang, even as they too established the history of

forensics in China in relation to a teleology that was pegged to the development and

importation of modern legal medicine. These were also more sophisticated treatments

of this history, relying on a larger base of textual sources and with greater attention

paid to the various late imperial editions of the Washing Away of Wrongs. The argu-

ment that appeared in these works was not simply that sophisticated forensic practices

had developed in China early on but that these developments had preceded compa-

rable achievements in theWest. Lin Ji, for example, characterized the period in which

Song Ci wrote the Washing Away of Wrongs as a time when “the legal medicine of

European countries was still in the dark ages and our China’s (wuhua 吾華) forensic

inspection system had been more complete all along.” While these early beginnings

were admirable, the problem was that “those who came later could not follow in the

footsteps of their worthy predecessors, nor did they strive to pursue their studies with

care,” with the result that the progress of Chinese forensics was “still confined to the

same place as it was seven hundred years ago” (Lin 1936: 24).

Thus, the legacy was mixed. While China had developed recognizable antecedents

to modern legal medicine, one could not ignore the fact that elements of this premod-

ern tradition were purportedly unscientific and thus unsuitable for use in the modern

world. Much as Sun and Zhang had argued in their own history of Chinese forensics,

Lin Ji noted that one cause for the deficiencies of forensic knowledge in premodern

China was that Chinese medical knowledge had itself been based on “fantastical

doctrines” (kongxuan zhi shuo 空玄之說) such as Five Phases and yin-yang cosmo-

logy (Lin 1936: 26). Early twentieth-century discussions of Chinese forensic science

such as these tended to be peripheral to the debates over Chinese medicine that were

raging during the 1920s and 1930s. Nonetheless, Lin Ji’s negative characterization of

premodern Chinese medical knowledge certainly would have resonated with the crit-

icisms made by practitioners of Western medicine and medical reformers who were

challenging the epistemic foundations of classical medicine during this same period

(Lei 2014: 78–86; Luesink 2015).

Even while those who were establishing legal medicine in China during the 1930s

werewriting these historical narratives, the tradition represented by theWashing Away

of Wrongs was still very much alive in Republican courts. Judicial officials routinely

made use of forensic techniques associated with this text, including techniques for

deciding which wound caused death, examining decomposed remains, and testing for

fatal poisoning (Asen 2016). Both Lin Ji and Sun Kuifang struggled to persuade legal

officials to accept laboratory-based forensic techniques for testing blood stains and

poisons in lieu of those contained in theWashing Away ofWrongs. More broadly, both

strove to persuade legal officials to make greater use of medicolegal expertise in their

cases. In their view, nothing less than the integrity of China’s judicial system was at

stake. Indeed, many at the time viewed the reform of Chinese forensics as a precon-

dition for the improvement of the country’s judiciary and, by implication, a necessity if

China was to convince other countries to rescind their extraterritorial judicial privi-

leges. In the words of one medicolegal expert who had received training under Lin Ji

during the mid-1930s, for example, China’s forensic system at the time could be said

to “not only trifle with human life but also obstruct the spirit of the rule of law” (Zhang

1935: 23). Those who advocated forensic reform during this period thus argued that
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adoptingWestern scientific medicine was necessary for building a modern, sovereign

state, an assumption that would have been very familiar to contemporary discussions

of public hygiene and state medicine as well (Rogaski 2004; Lei 2014; Andrews 2014:

94–111).

From such a perspective, theWashing Away of Wrongs influenced judicial practice

in ambivalent ways, presenting obstacles to medicolegal experts who were struggling

to free China’s legal system from legacies of the imperial period that, in their esti-

mation, were hindering modern progress. Thus, while Song Ci and his text might

appear as points of reference in the historical narratives written during this period—

open to both praise and criticism—they were hardly viable sources for medicolegal

experts’ own professional identity or for assertions about China’s distinctive achieve-

ments in the global history of forensic science.

2 Song Daren and the History of Forensics in the Early People’s

Republic of China

Within a decade of the founding of the People’s Republic of China in 1949, the status

of theWashing Away of Wrongs and Song Ci changed. The ambivalence surrounding

both had yielded to less qualified claims that Song Ci and his text could be taken

as evidence of China’s historical front-runner status in the development of modern

forensic science. Such unabashedly positive appraisals of Song Ci would have been

much less tenable in earlier decades, when there was a clear sense among proponents

of forensic reform such as Lin Ji and Sun Kuifang that China had fallen behind in this

field of modern science. These shifts in historical interpretation were the result of

several developments that occurred in tandem during this consequential decade: the

rediscovery of detailed biographical information about Song Ci’s life, increasing

optimism in the project of medicolegal institution building, and the mercurial climate

of praise and criticism that shaped judgments about China’s premodern attainments in

medicine and other cultural fields in the decade following the Communist Revolution

(Taylor 2005: 66–67, 83; Croizier 1970). Within these broader contexts, the emer-

gence of Song Ci as an object of interest in professional and popular historical imagi-

nations was particularly indebted to the medical historian Song Daren and the

multifaceted historical work that he carried out during the 1950s.

Song Daren had taken an earlier foray into the history of Chinese forensics in the

mid-1930s, publishing an article on the subject in the prominent Chinese Medical

Journal (Zhonghua yixue zazhi中華醫學雜誌) (Song 1936). By this point, Song was

already an accomplished physician whose career straddled the worlds of Chinese

medicine and Western and Japanese scientific medicine.8 Song Daren grew up in

Macau, demonstrating an early interest in both Chinese medicine and painting that

informed his subsequent engagements with medical history in distinctive ways. In

early 1924, Song began a period of study under Ding Ganren丁甘仁 (1865–1926) at

Shanghai Technical College of Chinese Medicine, one of the most important modern

academies of Chinese medicine of its time and a center for Menghe medicine, a

8 For Song’s biography, see Song 1943a: 65–67; Song 1942: preface; and Zhou 1999a and 1999b.
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continually reinvented tradition of medical learning (associated with the town of

Menghe, in Jiangsu Province) with which a broad network of early twentieth-century

Chinese physicians became affiliated (Scheid 2007: 233–48). After he completed his

studies in 1926, Song enrolled in SoutheasternMedical University in Shanghai, where

he pursued training inWestern scientific medicine until 1932. For the next decade and

a half, Song served as both practitioner and teacher of Chinese andWestern medicine,

specializing in gastroenterology. Song also played a role in founding the Study Society

for Chinese and Western Medicine and Pharmaceuticals (Zhongxi yiyao yanjiushe

中西醫藥研究社), an organization devoted to academic research on medicine and

medical history established in 1935; founded the Shanghai Hospital for Gastrointes-

tinal Diseases in 1938; and was involved in numerous other Shanghai medical associ-

ations and institutions, all while publishing prolifically on gastrointestinal disease and

medical history.

Song Daren’s 1936 article, titled “A Brief History of Legal Medicine in China”

(“Zhongguo fayixue jianshi” 中國法醫學簡史), lauded China’s long history of

advanced forensic practices while claiming that China’s forensic knowledge had

fallen behind that of theWest and now lacked a scientific basis. Song’s general attitude

might be summarized by his claim that even though “the name of legal medicine was

lacking, the substance was there” (sui wu fayi zhi ming, er you fayi zhi shi雖無法醫

之名,而有法醫之實), an approach that allowed him to assert commensurability

between techniques of modern legal medicine and anecdotal references to Chinese

forensic practices collected from texts written throughout the imperial period (Song

1936: 1267). For example, Song devoted a substantial section of the article to a

technique, described in the Washing Away of Wrongs, in which one might drip

blood onto bones to establish whether a living person was a relative of the deceased,

so indicated if the blood was absorbed into the bones. Song suggested that the long use

of this technique in China could be viewed as evidence that the Chinese had antici-

pated recent discoveries regarding the role of heredity in governing ABO blood type

and the new applications that modern serology could offer for paternity testing (Song

1936: 1269–72). Song’s conclusion in this instance resonated with the larger point of

the article: while China’s long history of sophisticated forensic methods such as the

blood dripping test was one that “could not be matched by Westerners,” the Chinese

nonetheless had failed to expunge misguided and unscientific theories and entrust

forensic examinations to individuals with medical expertise (Song 1936: 1272).

Song Daren returned to research on the history of forensics during the 1950s, when

he was engaged in a number of other activities meant to promote popular understand-

ings of Chinesemedical history. The larger background of these efforts, of course, was

the new set of policy decisions, institutional frameworks, and training programs that

established Chinese medicine (zhongyi 中医) as an officially recognized component

of the health care system of the early People’s Republic of China (Taylor 2005; Scheid

2002: 67–76). This period also saw, in Ralph C. Croizier’s words, a “large-scale drive

to raise the image of traditional medicine,” one in which Chinese medicine came to be

portrayed as a valuable inheritance from the premodern past that deserved recognition,

praise, and authority in modern times (Croizier 1968: 176). These broad shifts in the

appraisal of Chinese medicine undoubtedly provided openings, if not inspiration, for

Song Daren and others to frame the story of Song Ci and hisWashing Away of Wrongs

as yet another example ofChina’s long and distinguished “medical” heritage. Thiswas
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very much the message disseminated in historical treatments of Song Ci during the

1950s.

Song Daren made several important contributions to the academic study of the

history of Chinese forensics during this period, including an annotated bibliography of

premodern Chinese forensic works and a biography of Song Ci himself (Song 1957a,

1957b). The latter piece, titled “A Brief Biography of the Great Medicolegal Expert

Song Ci” (“Weida fayixuejia Song Ci zhuanlüe”伟大法医学家宋慈传略), made use

of the rich detail provided in an epitaph written by an acquaintance of Song, the well-

known literatus and one-time magistrate of Jianyang Liu Kezhuang 劉克莊 (1187–

1269) (Liu 1979 [n.d.], 63:159.4b–9b). Song Daren’s article provided a detailed

treatment of Song Ci’s life and official career, including a timeline showing where

Song Ci was and what he was doing in almost every year of his life. This biography

provided more information than the brief mentions of Song Ci that had appeared in

either late imperial forensic texts or early twentieth-century histories of forensics in

China, both of which tended to simply present the rudimentary information included

in the preface of Song’s text (e.g., Chongkan buzhu Xiyuan lu jizheng 1865: Ruan xu

1a; Lin 1936: 24). This preface contained a listing of Song Ci’s positions and honors

and an oblique reference to the fact that he had served four times as an official with

judicial responsibilities.

In Song Daren’s biography, by contrast, Song Ci now appeared as an individual

with a life history, family, and acquaintances, as well as an official career that could be

traced in detail. Some of the new details in SongDaren’s account included the fact that

Song Ci’s ancestors had originated in northern China, establishing roots in Jianyang

only after a relative had served there as assistant magistrate; that Song Ci studied with

followers of Zhu Xi 朱熹 (1130–1200) in Jianyang and at the Imperial University

(Taixue 太學), where he reportedly impressed Zhen Dexiu 真德秀 (1178–1235), a

proponent of Zhu Xi’s thought whose official career stretched from the highest aca-

demic institutions of the central government to the prefectures of the local bureau-

cracy; and that following a period of mourning after his father’s death, an event that

prevented him from taking his earliest official appointment as a subprefectural sheriff

(xianwei 縣尉), Song Ci occupied a series of local and regional postings in the

Southern Song territorial administration. By the time that he completed his Washing

Away of Wrongs, while serving as judicial commissioner of Hunan in the late 1240s,

Song had proven himself to be a capable official.

Song Daren’s historical interest in Song Ci manifested in multiple ways. Song

appealed to Jianyang authorities to search for Song Ci’s gravesite, which was located

in 1955; it is likely that he initiated this search on the basis of information provided in

local gazetteers, which had long recorded that Song’s grave was located in Changmao

昌茂, a settlement of Luotian village 雒田里, in the northeast of the county (Song

1957a: 120).9 Song also oversaw the completion of a portrait of Song Ci done in the

“national painting” (guohua 国画) style, a broad category of inked painting—self-

avowedly “traditional” in medium or subject matter—promoted by the state amid the

turbulent cultural politics of the 1950s as an acceptable, albeit ambiguously defined,

9 For SongDaren’s role in locating Song Ci’s grave, see remarks of the head official of Jianyang County in

Jianyangwenshi ziliao 1987: 6. Formention of the site in gazetteers, see Jiajing Jianyang xianzhi 1982: 7.6a,

Jianyang xianzhi 1975 (1929): 3.68b.
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indigenous art form.10 This likeness of Song Ci was one of a number of portraits of

famous figures from Chinese medical history that Song Daren and his collaborators

painted during this period to demonstrate the achievements of China’s indigenous

medical tradition, a project that undoubtedly drew on Song Daren’s own interest in

using historically accurate images—attentive to details of clothing and mannerism—

to narrate China’s medical history.11 By late 1957, according to Song Daren, the

portrait of Song Ci had been displayed at Chinese medicine exhibitions in Jiangsu,

Guangdong, and Fujian and was “looked upon with reverence by some 300,000 view-

ers” (Song 1957a: 116). Since then, this portrait has become an often-encountered

visual representation of Song Ci, reprinted repeatedly in academic and popular works

on the history of forensics in China (e.g., Jia 1984: 228; Jia 2000: front matter; Huang

and Chen 2011: 1).

Aside from presenting new information about Song Ci’s life and official career,

Song Daren’s biography also made a more assertive argument about this figure’s

historical significance, a point that was apparent from the first lines of the article:

Song Ci, courtesy name Huifu (1186–1249), was a great medicolegal expert of

our country and internationally. The earliest book on legal medicine in foreign

countries was published in the early seventeenth century in Italy (authored by

Fortunalus Fidelis [sic] in 1602), but the Collected Writings on the Washing

Away of Wrongs of Song Ci was already completed in the middle of the thir-

teenth century (1247), three hundred fifty years earlier than the former, making

it the world’s earliest treatise on legal medicine. (Song 1957a: 116)

If we compare this statement with one appearing in Song Daren’s earlier history of

Chinese forensics from 1936, it is clear that a shift in the appraisal of Song Ci’s

historical significance had taken place. In that piece, it was not the Washing Away

of Wrongs that demonstrated China’s historical front-runner status in the global his-

tory of forensics. Rather, it was the tenth-century Yiyuji疑獄集 (Collection of Doubt-

ful Cases), a published collection of cases concerned with criminal investigationmore

generally, that merited comparison to the De Relationibus Medicorum of Fortunatus

Fidelis, a wide-ranging work from the turn of the seventeenth century that has long

been viewed as a milestone in the development of European treatises on forensic

medicine (Smith 1951: 602; Jia 2000: 123–25). The existence of the Yiyuji demon-

strated, Song hadwritten then, that “the publication of our country’s works on forensic

inspection far preceded those of Western Europe by six or seven centuries” (Song

1936: 1267). By themid-1950s, however, Song and others whowrote on the history of

forensic science in China had come to focus on Song Ci’s authorship of the relatively

“later”Washing Away of Wrongs as the decisive moment at which China produced a

recognizable work of legal medicine, and one that could still be said to have preceded

comparable achievements in the West by centuries. This shift in historical interpre-

tation was not the result of new evidence pertaining to the dating of theWashing Away

10 The portrait image is reprinted in Song 1957a: 118. For more on the politics of guohua, see Andrews

1994.
11 For a collection of posters featuring these images, which were originally done in ink and color, see Song

1959. In the early 1940s Song published a collection of his own painted images that had similar goals and

relied on a similar approach. See Song 1943b.
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of Wrongs or other texts, which had long been known. Rather, it reflected a shift in

SongCi’s visibility,meaning, and status: Song had become a figurewho could bear the

weight of historical scrutiny and do so in compelling ways.

3 An Origin Story for Chinese Legal Medicine

The notion that Song Ci’sWashing Away of Wrongs was not only a global first in the

medicolegal literature but also a symbol of China’s world-historical leadership in

forensic science became an orthodox interpretation in academic treatments of the

history of Chinese forensics by the end of the 1950s and has proliferated in a range

of media since the 1980s. This new historical narrative was similar in certain ways to

those authored during the Republican period. For example, the history of Song Ci and

theWashing Away of Wrongswas still narrated as part of the history of legal medicine

in China, an approach that established the historical development of this modern

scientific discipline as the framework for understanding the history of imperial

China’s forensic practices.12 As in histories from the Republican period, later treat-

ments of Song Ci also drew on basic concepts of modern historical consciousness—

foremost among them those of the nation-state, the linear progression from earlier

periods to the modern, and the forward-moving progress of science and technology

(Duara 1995)—as organizing principles for understanding the history of forensic

science in China. Song Daren’s (1957a) article on Song Ci, much like earlier narra-

tives, thus framed the history ofChinese forensics in relation to the country’s historical

development as a single political entity while framing this national history as a con-

stitutive element of the world (shijie 世界) history of legal medicine.

These changes in Song Ci’s image coincided with new historical circumstances in

which there was greater optimism about the pace of China’s medicolegal reform, a

situation drastically different from earlier decades. The first decade of the People’s

Republic of China saw the implementation of a number of forensic training programs,

and by its end over two dozen medical school graduates had undertaken advanced

training under the auspices of the Ministry of Health in a program based on the earlier

proposals of Lin Ji. Those who completed this training were dispatched to medical

schools across the country, where they oversaw the development of the graduate

programs that have produced many of the members of China’s later generations of

medicolegal experts (Ding 1991: 238; Huang 1995: 148–50). Another training pro-

gram, held during this same period under the auspices of the Ministry of Justice,

trained two hundred or so forensic specialists who were distributed to public security

and judicial organs across the country (Jia 2000: 312). Beginning in the late 1950s, and

continuing through the Cultural Revolution, the new forensic infrastructure that had

started to emerge after 1949 faced challenges that included a retrenchment of newly

established university departments of legal medicine, a halt in the training of aca-

demically trained medicolegal specialists, and a general dismantling of medicolegal

infrastructure within the judiciary (Huang 1997: 142, 156, 176, 178, 220–21, 227).

12 For a discussion of this way of categorizing the history of Chinese forensics and its failure to account for

the ways in which forensic knowledge was actually organized in late imperial China, see Chang 2004: 4–5.
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Under the early post-Mao reforms in the late 1970s and 1980s, China once again

saw a significant expansion of its forensic infrastructure through a growing number of

medical schools offering undergraduate and graduate training in the forensic sciences,

as well as research institutes and professional associations to support the development

of the field and assist government authorities in forensic casework (Jia 2000: 317–22,

325–26; Chang et al. 2011). These developments in medicolegal education, research,

and practice can be viewed as a continuation of the earlier policies of the 1950s, which

had promoted the creation of a biomedicine-based forensic infrastructure. The ulti-

mate result of these efforts has been that the forensic knowledge associated with the

Washing Away of Wrongs has been replaced in practice by Western forensic science.

Thus, the fate of the Washing Away of Wrongs has been very different from that of

Chinese medicine, a field of ostensibly “traditional” knowledge that not only has a

substantive impact on health care in present-day China but also continues to evolve in

unpredictable and innovative ways (Scheid 2002).

In this new context, Song Ci has come to represent not a “backward” forensic

tradition that has to be overcome but rather the point of origin for a project of scientific

discipline building that continues to find expression, and successfully so, in the pres-

ent. Narratives of historical continuity were strongly emphasized during the activities

surrounding the eight hundredth anniversary of Song Ci’s birth in December 1986.

Wang Wentong 王文同, former vice-minister of the Ministry of Public Security, for

example, noted in his remarks that in commemorating Song Ci, the conference par-

ticipants were now expected to “inherit and develop our country’s outstanding legacy

in legalmedicine, and developChina’s present-daymedicolegal enterprise” (Jianyang

wenshi ziliao 1987: 8). In his own remarks, the noted historian andmedicolegal expert

Jia Jingtao, who had recently published a major book-length survey of the history of

forensics in premodern China (Jia 1984), placed the contemporary forensic scene in

historical perspective. Jia argued that one could identify three stages in the historical

development of legal medicine in China: a “period of initial sprouts” (mengya shiqi萌

芽时期) that had preceded the Qin, a “formative period” (xingcheng shiqi形成时期)

during the Tang and Song, and then a final period located in the present:

Today we confront the third period of development in the history of legal medi-

cine in our country. As a result of the demands involved in strengthening our

socialist legal system, everything from professional education in legal medicine

to the practice of medicolegal investigation has seen unprecedented develop-

ment. As we commemorate the eight hundredth anniversary of the birth of Song

Ci and recall the great achievements that our ancestorsmade in theworld history

of legal medicine (shijie fayixue shi 世界法医学史), we must exert ourselves

a hundred-fold and carry onward our country’s legal medicine enterprise, and

catch up to the level of the rest of the world while making our own mark on the

world history of legal medicine. (Jianyang wenshi ziliao 1987: 26)

Amid these assertions of a historical connection between Song Ci and contemporary

forensic experts, Song Ci’s grave became the setting for a performed relationship

between this expert community and its “first ancestor of legal medicine” ( fayi bizu

法医鼻祖), a phrase inscribed on one of the decorative signboards submitted by

FMAC and the Second Research Institute of the Ministry of Public Security, a

major forensic science investigation and research facility established in Beijing in
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late 1972 (Jianyang wenshi ziliao 1987: 2).13 The relationship between the partici-

pants and Song Ci was described as one defined by affect. On the morning of the

second day of the activities, for example, participants proceeded “with a mood of

reverence” (huaizhe chongjing de xinqing 怀着崇敬的心情) to “pay their respects”

(baiye 拜谒) at the grave (Song Ci danchen babainian jinian huodong zai Fujian

Jianyang juxing 1987: 1). At the site of the grave, representatives of both FMAC

and the Jianyang County People’s Government “respectfully presented” ( jingxian

敬献) flower baskets. Participants then proceeded to plant eight cypress trees in front

of the grave. The meaning of this act, according to an official account, was “to show

that SongCi’s achievement will continue on everlasting, just like the pine and cypress,

and that our country’s undertaking in legal medicine will continue to thrive, just like

the ever-green pine and cypress as well” (1).14

While it is easy to overstate the importance of the formulaic rituals conducted at

Song Ci’s grave and the discourses of historical continuity with which they were

associated, these examples provide insight nonetheless for understanding how con-

temporary forensic experts have positioned themselves in relation to the Washing

Away of Wrongs and the long history of premodern forensic knowledge that it rep-

resents. Professional groups in twentieth-century China have claimed authority on the

basis of specialized training and credentials, official government support and legal

privileges, and by associating themselveswith nationalism (Xu 2001). It is in the sense

of the latter that medicolegal experts in contemporary China have used the figure of

Song Ci to assert professional legitimacy by arguing that they are carrying on a

national tradition that was itself instrumental in establishing this internationally rec-

ognized field of modern science. In claiming Song Ci as their “first ancestor,” medi-

colegal professionals have added another layer to the meanings and imagery that had

already been laid down by Song Daren and others. The image of this historical figure

would change further with the proliferation of popular culture related to Song Ci, a

process that has reinforced the origin story espoused by forensic professionals while

disseminating the story of Song Ci in a wide range of popular media.

4 Song Ci Popularized, 1980s to Present

The eight hundredth anniversary commemoration events in Jianyang occurred amid

the emergence of a growing field of academic and popular knowledge surrounding this

figure. The 1980s saw the publication of new works of academic scholarship on the

history of forensics in China, modern annotated editions of the Washing Away of

Wrongs, and fictional treatments of Song’s life that embellished the details provided

in Liu Kezhuang’s epitaph (e.g., Song 1980 [1247], 1981 [1247]; Jia 1984). Author

13 For the history of this institute, see Huang 1997: 230–31.
14 Formore on theways inwhich the performance of ritual can be used to assert relationships between those

who participate in ritual and those who are the objects of ritual action, ancestors or otherwise, see Zito 1997.

While the historical context of ritual at Song Ci’s grave was very different from that of the imperial

performance of Grand Sacrifice, as examined by Zito, the larger point about the power of apparent subor-

dination, realized through ritual acts, is useful for understanding theways inwhich SongCi has been claimed

as an ancestor by forensic professionals and the legitimacy that this claimed relationship has provided.
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and Jianyang native Wang Hongjia, for example, made a number of contributions to

this field of literary and cultural production with a 530-page historical novel based on

Song’s life and career, among other writings, which formed the basis for a serial drama

that was produced by Fujian provincial television during the late 1980s (Wang 1986;

Jianyang wenshi ziliao 1987: 63; Jianyang xian difangzhi bianzuan weiyuanhui 1994:

738, 748). Generally, suchworks propagated the idea that Song and hisWashing Away

ofWrongs could be taken as proof ofChina’s early advances in the global development

of modern forensic science. In the postscript of his novel, for example, Wang Hongjia

suggested that Song’s achievement, completely unappreciated in a period of Chinese

history still constrained by “feudal relations of production,” paradoxically had a direct

impact on the advancement of forensic science in Europe, where “it rapidly dissolved

in the bloodstream of the West’s culture and became a cornerstone for the rapid

development of their legal medicine” (Wang 1986: 532–33).15

Another explosion of interest in SongCi occurred a decade and a half later, with the

2005 airing of a fifty-two-part television series called Da Song tixingguan (Judicial

Commissioner of the Great Song) and in 2006 its forty-one-part sequel. Both were

produced by China Central Television on the basis of screenplays written by Qian

Linsen钱林森, who had written the script for an earlier television drama about Song

Ci in the 1990s (Wang 2006).With actor HeBing何冰 in the lead role as the sagacious

and likable Song Ci, Da Song tixingguan draws loosely on elements of Song Ci’s life

story (derived, once again, from the details furnished in Liu Kezhuang’s epitaph) to

provide viewers with highly embellished plotlines that explore themes of truth seek-

ing, justice, and skill at detection and forensics. Visually, Da Song tixingguan adopts

conventions for depicting forensic science in action that are associated with the Amer-

ican forensic dramaCSI: Crime Scene Investigation, as well as other forensics-themed

television shows.16 For example, a computer-animated sequence is used to simulate

for viewers the zooming-in gaze of Song Ci as he observes a maggot crawling on the

scalp of a dead body, thus indicating the location of a hidden wound to which flies,

seeking the scent of blood, had been drawn earlier. Another sequence depicts a foren-

sic examination carried out by SongCi’s father, an experienced official whosemistake

early in the series leads to a judicial injustice with tragic consequences. In this

instance, special effects are used to make a silver pin inserted into the body of the

15 The idea that (Western) legal medicine had somehow originated in China, articulated in Wang’s histori-

cal novel and implied if not stated explicitly in other texts, was different from earlier claims about the

“Chinese origins ofWestern learning” (Xixue Zhongyuan西學中源), an earlymodern discourse that posited

ancient Chinese origins for Jesuit astronomy and other forms of European scientific and technical knowl-

edge. This earlier discourse became increasingly common during the late nineteenth century as officials and

other scholars attempted to reconcile classical Chinese learning with the new forms of science and tech-

nology that were now perceived as necessary for strengthening the Qing state (Huters 2005: 23–42; Hu

2002). This discourse on the “Chinese origins of Western learning” was associated with the intellectual

concerns of late imperial literati, who generally assumed that Chinese learning had inherent authority and

validity and, as such, could be used to legitimize new knowledge introduced from abroad. By contrast,

twentieth-century claims about Song Ci and the Chinese origins of legal medicine were authored bymodern

professionals and intellectuals, including professional scientists; as such, modern science (kexue 科學) is

usually presented as the most certain form of knowledge and the standard against which the validity of

premodern Chinese learning should be evaluated. I thank an anonymous EASTS reviewer for encouraging

me to clarify the differences between these origin narratives.
16 For an interviewwithDa Song tixingguan director KanWeiping阚卫平 that acknowledges the influence

of CSI on the show’s use of “flashbacks and computerized special effects,” see Ren 2005.
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deceased blacken before the viewer’s eyes, thus bringing to life a test described in the

Washing Away of Wrongs for confirming death by poisoning.17

The impact of Da Song tixingguan has been great by any measure, giving rise to a

large body of popular media in which forensics is featured prominently. The popu-

larity of the program has inspired the publication of books on forensics and detec-

tion that combine passages from theWashing Away of Wrongs, historical and modern

cases, and popularized scientific knowledge (e.g., Guo 2006; Wang 2009e). For those

who write about the history of forensics in China, the show has likewise provided

opportunities to reach a broad audience. For example, Huang Ruiting黄瑞亭, a pro-

lific writer on the history of forensics in China, has coauthored a veritable encyclo-

pedia of information related to SongCi, titled Talking about Judicial Commissioner of

the Great Song (Huashuo Da Song tixingguan 话说大宋提刑官) (Huang and Chen

2011). Huang and his coauthor Chen Xinshan wrote the book following the enthusi-

astic reception of their annotated edition of Song’sWashing Away of Wrongs, one of

several that have been published recently (e.g., Huang and Chen 2007; Wang 2007).

That Huang, himself a medicolegal expert, has been so involved in the production of

academic and popular knowledge about the history of forensics in China is one

example of the overlap that exists today between professional and popular discourses

in China’s contemporary forensic culture, an issue discussed further below.

During a period in which crime, legal reform, and corruption have become highly

visible issues among Chinese officialdom and in society—not to mention the focus of

novels, television shows, and other popular media (Kinkley 2000, 2007)—it should

not be surprising that the cultural production surrounding Song Ci also engages these

themes. Song is now portrayed as an exemplar of judicial integrity and a role model

demonstrating the ideal moral subjectivity of China’s forensic and legal professionals

(Huang and Chen 2007: 8; Mu 2005: 56). Song’s story is also used to expound the

important role that a forensic investigator might play in pursuing the truth against

the wishes of corrupt officials or in the context of judicial injustices generated by the

state’s own judicial apparatus. This theme is emphasized in Wang Hongjia’s recent

work of historical fiction, titled simply Washing Away of Wrongs (Xiyuan 洗冤). In

this work, Wang highlights the role that Song played as an official devoted to the

politically sensitive work of correcting cases of judicial injustice caused by other

officials, a topic that, as Wang himself notes, is no less relevant in the present day

(Wang 2006: 1–3, 446–47).

As a figure whose life story suggests themes of moral rectitude and the pursuit of

legal and scientific truth and justice, the story of Song Ci is a powerful one, rich in

possibilities for addressing the consequential relationship between science, law, and

justice.What is particularly interesting about the contemporary imagination of Song is

that this figure can so easily be construed as either a forensic scientist or a legal official,

thus providing narrative flexibility useful for exploring the meanings of forensics as a

practice that straddles law and science. That the figure of Song can be used in these

ways is the result, ironically, of a distinctive feature of China’s premodern tradition

of forensic knowledge: that bureaucratic officials with judicial responsibilities, not

17 For these examples, see Da Song tixingguan, episodes 1 and 2, which originally aired in late May 2005.

Steenberg (2013: 5–6) characterizes this style of televisual representation as “genius-cam,” which “allows

the spectator to not only watch the spectacle of crime solving, but also to see through the eyes of a genius.”
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physicians, were the ones who were supposed to possess forensic knowledge and hold

authority over such examinations (Chang 2004). For this reason Song Ci can so easily

appear as a justice-seeking legal official while also being recognizable as a kind of

proto-scientist “great medicolegal expert.”

5 Popular Science and Professional Authority in Post-Mao Forensic Culture

One result of the proliferation of popular media focusing on Song Ci is that there is

now a significant overlap between the ways in which forensics and law enforcement

professionals narrate the history and the significance of legal medicine in China and

the image of this discipline in popular culture. Specifically, the story of Song has

provided compelling material that is used to raise the visibility of legal medicine as a

discipline and disseminate scientific knowledge. For example, as explained by Huang

and Chen (2007: 8) in their modern edition of theWashing Away ofWrongs, one of the

goals of this publication was to make readers “deepen their understanding of legal

medicine and awareness of the importance of medicolegal work.” We find another

example of this kind of popular science in the writings of Wang Dawei 王大伟, a

specialist in policing and faculty member of People’s Public Security University of

China who is recognizable for his public-safety-themed television programming. In

2009, Wang published a twelve-part serial feature titled “Song Ci’s Masterful Skill”

(Song Ci juehuo宋慈绝活) in the magazine Law and Life (Falü yu shenghuo法律与

生活), introducing readers to various techniques for solving homicide cases drawn

from theWashing Away of Wrongs, as well as practically oriented public safety infor-

mation, such as how to recognize signs of suicidal intent in one’s acquaintances or save

drowning victims (e.g., Wang 2009c: 55, 2009d: 55).

The first installment inWang’s series addressed the technique in theWashing Away

of Wrongs for establishing kinship between deceased and living persons by dripping

blood onto bones (Wang 2009a). After presenting passages describing this test and

another technique in which one might drip blood into a vessel to test the relationship

between two living people (if the blood drops mixed together, it indicated a kin

relationship), Wang turned to the question of the scientificity (kexuexing 科学性) of

these tests. While Song Ci was incorrect in positing that one could take the seeping of

blood into bones as evidence of kinship, Wang noted, this notion could still be viewed

as representing the “initial sprouts of [modern] serological testing methods” (xueqing

jianyanfa de mengya 血清检验法的萌芽). Thus, one could trace a line from Song

Ci’s seemingly intuitive insight regarding blood and kinship to Karl Landsteiner’s

(1868–1943) discovery of the ABO blood groups at the turn of the twentieth century

and the discovery of other blood group systems later on. These historical milestones in

scientific discovery were briefly described for Wang’s readers alongside Wang’s

measured endorsement of the value of contemporary Japanese scholarship on the

correlation between an individual’s blood type and personality.18

The larger point, made in the other installments of Wang’s series as well, was that

while this or that method in the Washing Away of Wrongs might be unscientific,

18 For more on this field of popularized scientific knowledge in Japan, see Yoshino 1997: 207–9.
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collectively they were worthy of praise as a body of forensic knowledge that was

advanced for its time and had helped officials to solve difficult forensic questions

without the aid of modern laboratory techniques. In praising the historical contri-

butions of the text in this way,Wang and other authors implicitly reaffirm the authority

of modern legal medicine to define standards of forensic validity and proof. Indeed,

one goal of such works is to disseminate the specialized knowledge of legal med-

icine, whether practices of wound examination, serological and toxicological testing,

forensic entomology, or any of the other forensic subfields that were anticipated,

it is claimed, in the Washing Away of Wrongs (e.g., Huang and Chen 2011: 34–36,

44–157).

Disseminating basic knowledge of legal medicine to nonspecialists had been a goal

of early twentieth-century forensic reformers like Lin Ji, who did so with the intent

to convince judicial officials and society of the necessity of science-based forensic

expertise and the unscientific nature of certain examination practices in the Washing

Away ofWrongs (Asen 2016: 128–29). Viewed from this perspective, the popularized

forensic knowledge disseminated through Song Ci–related media today represents

elements of both change and continuity. Popularized treatments of forensics reach a

broader audience today than they did earlier in the twentieth century given that they

follow, and rely upon, the rise of a truly mass media and new technologies such as

television (Lee and Nathan 1985). At the same time, the didactic goals of authors like

Wang Dawei in promoting popular understandings of forensic science remain similar

to those of the earlier period: to familiarize society with the scientific knowledge on

which specialist forensic expertise is based. Earlier in the twentieth century, knowl-

edge of legal medicine was also disseminated to challenge the authority of theWash-

ing Away of Wrongs; forensics-related popular science now relies on the Washing

Away of Wrongs and stories about Song’s life and career as compelling and even

entertaining themes. Having been thoroughly assimilated into the professional dis-

courses of legal medicine, Song has become the subject of a historical mythology that

is mobilized in the pursuit of these at once scientific, professional, and commercial

goals.

6 Conclusion

At the beginning of the twenty-first century, China’s forensic experts rely on the same

laboratory-based practices and technologies that are used across the globe; theWash-

ing Away of Wrongs has thus lost the authority that it once had, a condition of de facto

abolition that is quite different from the historical trajectory that Chinesemedicine has

followed in post-1949 China. In this context, the importance of Song Ci must be

located at the level of forensic culture—that is, the meanings that pertain to forensic

science, especially as it appears in popular media—and not in the practice of forensic

investigation itself. As this article has suggested, the story of Song Ci has been mobi-

lized in a range of settings to argue for the existence of a distinct national tradition of

forensic science, one in which China’s long history of forensic knowledge flows

seamlessly into the twentieth-century history of legal medicine. This kind of “nation-

alist historicism,” to draw on a concept used by Jiri Hudecek (2012) to describe the

appropriation of history for purposes of cultural nationalism, is hardly unique to the
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case of legal medicine. Hudecek’s (2012, 2014) own work, for example, examines the

mathematician Wu Wen-Tsun’s 吴文俊 construction of a national Chinese tradition

of mathematics, seemingly inspired by “ancient” approaches, which could support the

autonomy of Chinese mathematics as an academic field andWu’s own autonomy as a

researcher. The story of Song Ci has similarly been used to assert that Chinese legal

medicine is a professional and scientific enterprise with national and even global

significance and to draw new connections among scientific knowledge, academic

history writing, and popular entertainment.

Contemporary claims about the significance of Song Ci and theWashing Away of

Wrongs for the past history and current prospects of Chinese forensic science are

embedded in discourses of nationhood, science, and modernity that have proliferated

across the globe over the twentieth century. Indeed, in emphasizing themes of progress

in scientific discovery and the convergence of scientific practices through global

diffusion, the stories about Song examined in this article reinforce the kind of “uni-

versal and unilinear history of science” that, as Marwa Elshakry (2010) has argued,

played an important role in modern constructions of “Western science” (and related

ideas about “non-Western” scientific traditions) in academic scholarship and beyond.

While locating historical antecedents or even origins for modern forensic science in

thirteenth-century Chinamight seem to overturn the problematic Eurocentric assump-

tions that have so often conflated “modern science” with “Western science,” the

overall effect is strikingly similar: to “[flatten] out knowledge communities and tra-

ditions and [place] them into a single historical teleology,” albeit one inwhich China is

featured prominently (109). And much as Elshakry notes for the modern concept of

Western science that emerged in the early twentieth-century, discourses about SongCi

also present a highly specific (and idealized) vision of what counts as science—that

is, modern laboratory science—alongside assumptions about the universal validity,

applicability, and authority of this form of knowledge. In this sense, the forensic

culture of contemporary China has much in common with that of the United States,

where popular representations of forensic science tend to promote these same episte-

mic assumptions (Bonnycastle 2009: 158–59; Steenberg 2013: 16–17).

Finally, as meaningful as Song Ci has been throughout the past half-century in

China, the modern transformation of this figure has played out in other countries as

well, yet another dimension of the globalized forensic culture examined in this article.

Just as Song’s Washing Away of Wrongs was becoming more accessible to Chinese

readers during the 1980s with modern annotated editions and new works of historical

scholarship by Jia Jingtao and others, a similar process was occurring in Anglophone

scholarly circles with Brian E.McKnight’s (1981) English-language translation of the

earliest version of the Washing Away of Wrongs that exists today, from the Yuan

Dynasty. Song Ci has even appeared within the “forensic turn” that, as Lindsay Steen-

berg (2013) argues, has made forensic science so recognizable in the contemporary

popular culture of the United States. There is an episode of the television show CSI:

Crime Scene Investigation—itself an important landmark in this cultural shift—in

which lead character Gil Grissom relates the story of a case that had occurred “recent-

ly, in a village on the other side of the world,” in which an official investigator used the

presence of flies on a shovel to determine that it had been used as a murder weapon.

The scene invoked the by now familiar conception of Song Ci as founder of modern

forensic science, as made clear in the dialogue between the characters of Grissom and
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Sara Sidle, who concluded regarding the incident: “And forensic science was born.

Sung T’su, 1235 A.D. You call 800 years ago recent?”19 The larger point, perhaps, is

that the image of Song Ci—already so much a product of the modern age—is still

accessible to new forms of media and new cultural appropriations and remains com-

plexly situated, as always, at the intersection of national and global histories of foren-

sic science.
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